
Thé influential LEADERSHIP
Activation Programme®

for the 21st Century

Be an influential LEADER
Be STRATEGIC, GO first, make your MOVE, 

CHANGE things for your BETTER

Alpha

Learn to lead, to go first, and to take others with you
Register and start 24/7
Online and self-managed
12 weeks plus 2 weeks post programme mentoring
US$179 for individuals. Enquire for group registrations.

Alpha is for you
Start 

Mode
Duration

Investment



thé influential 
Leadership learning 
& skills activation 
program,

based on the 
Karoo-designed 
influential 
Leadership System,

founded on the 
Social Agency 
approach to 
Leadership,

designed for 
Generation_Alpha 
and the 21st Century, 
and

completed online 
24/7 – anywhere - in 
English

Alpha
The essential elements

Alpha
includes

a conversation 
platform

real-world 
examples and

practice

information
and story-telling

mentoring and 
support

progress 
assessments and

feedback

info-graphics, 
voices and videos

100,001
words (±)

Leadership is strategic!
Leadership is your most strategically useful capability.

Leadership goes beyond your age, education, personality, title, status, and
other important, but incidental matters.

The sooner you are capable of influential Leadership, the sooner you benefit. 

Start today…GO first!

Alpha is your opportunity to be strategic.



ALPHA CURRICULUM
The Alpha curriculum is packaged into three parts and 13 modules as illustrated in the framework below.

What you get out of
ALPHA

social Agency to lead -

to be strategic with 
your life and in your 

leadership Moments,

to lead in all your 
social domains – 

whoever, wherever 
and whenever, 

to influence and 
shape your life 
and others’, for 

the better,

to define and 
achieve your 

aspirations through 
leadership,

to make smart 
personal and 

leadership choices,

to question and 
think critically, and

to reap the 
benefits of 

leading.

03

day1one

personal

citizen

collectives

on your way

02

influential
Leadership

the architecture

a philosophy

the principles

behavioural (attributes)

outcome

pulling things
together

leadership Moment

01

getting things
ready

setting the scene

shaping the 
system

leadership through 
the ages

what it is not,
and why

influential
practices

Click here for full 
Curriculum

ALPHA
Curriculum Structure

https://karoo.world/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Karoo-Alpha-CurriculumOutline-V05-260722-1.pdf


ALPHA
is NOT!

anything you 
have come 

across before

a certificate
to file away

a tick box 
solution

a magic wand

a soundbite

a quick fix

05
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06 01
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01 03

06 04
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07

08

you want a BETTER 
life - you can

you want the 
FUTURE to be better 

– design it

you want to know HOW to 
achieve a better life - take 

the opportunity

you reckon things should 
be better - CHANGE 

things

you want PEOPLE you care 
about to have better lives - 

help them

you want to enjoy the 
BENEFITS of leading - 

lead

you want to make 
your move - now is 

the TIME 

you want 
RECOGNITION and 

legacy - GO first

ALPHA
is for

you, if...



+27 82 456 7592

alpha@karoo.world

karoo.world

influential Leaders GO first!

Men [people] make history and not the other way around.
In periods where there is no leadership, society
stands still. Progress occurs when courageous,

skilful leaders seize the opportunity to
change things for the better.

- Harry S. Truman

Colin

YOUR ALPHA ACTIVATOR

Colin Donian is your Alpha Activator, and partner on your influential Leadership journey.

Colin is the founder of Karoo, the creator of influential Leadership and the designer of Alpha.

‘My role is to get you going, keep you going, and to help you become an influential Leadership Activist!

I look forward to our Alpha journey.’


